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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY.
?

of Causalityand Inductionis
UME'S discussion
familiar to all students of Philosophy, some of whom
seem almost to think that he never wrote about anything
else. His theory of Personal Identity has also attracted a
good deal of attention from subsequent philosophers and
psychologists. But his theory of Perception and of the
External World has been very little discussed, and seems
to have had little or no influence upon his successors.Yet
it is one of the most brilliant and most original parts of the
Treatise of Human Nature, and the problems with which it
is concerned have not lost their interest, or their importance. The theory is stated in Treatise Book I, Part iv,
Section z, the title of which is Of Scepticismwith regard to
the Senses;and some additional remarks are made about it
in Part iv, Section 4, Of the Modern Philosophy, and in
Section 5 of the same part, Of the Imrnateriality of the Soul.
My aim in this book is to remedy the neglect into which
these sections of the Treatisehave fallen, particularly the
section Of Scepticismwith regitrd to the Senses.
Why have they been so neglected, even by those modern
Empiricists who in other matters regard Hume as their
master? It is partly Hume's own fault. When he came to
write the Inquiry concerningHuman Understanding, which
professes to be the definitive reformulation of his theory
of knowledge, he reduced these sections of the Treatise to
a brief and sketchy summary, and omitted the most interesting passagesaltogether.I The result was that this part
of his philosophy, unlike his examination of Necessary
Connexion, made very little impression upon his own contemporaries. Accordingly Kant did not feel called upon to
produce an answer to it; and the philosophersof the nineI Inquiry concerningHuman (Jnderstand.ing,Section rz, Patt i,
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teenth centu{, who mostly looked at Hume through Kant's
eyes, assumedthat since Kant did not discussit, it could
not be worth discussing. This ignorance or forgetfulness
oF{ant's was most unfortunate. If he had had this part of
the Treatise before him when he was writing the Transcmdental Deduction of the Categorieshe would have found
that his own theory of the Phenomenal World, and of the
part played by the imagination in our consciousnessof
Phenomenal Objects, was in many ways parallel to Hume's.
There is another and quite a different reason for the
neglect from which this part of the Treatise has suffered.
This is that the conclusion it reaches is to all appearance
purely destructive. I will quote the passagein which Hume
sums up his argument. He says: 'Thus there is a direct and
total opposition betwixt our reason and our senses; or,
more properly speaking, betwixt those conclusions we form
from cause and effect, and those that persuade us of the
continued and independent existenceof body.'r For this
opposition he professes to see no theoretical solution- He
can only suggest a practical cure-'carelessness and inattention'.z This desperate, or apparently desperate, conclusion has naturally led readers to infer that the discussion
which leads to it cannot deserve serious and detailed
examination. The impression of bankruptcy is strengthened
by the very title of the section in which the greater part of
that discussion is contained: 'OJ Scepticism atith regard to
the Senses'.(It is easyto forget Hume's own explanationof
the rather peculiar meaningwhich he attachesto that shocking word.) Consequentlyit is not surprisingthat subsequent
writers on the subject have tended to ignore Hume's contribution to it, and have preferred to make a fresh start.
Before going further, I should like to offer some general
remarks about the spirit in which Hume's theory of know_t Treatise, Part iv, Section 4 Of the Modent Philosophy, last paragraph:
Everyrnan edition, p.22r; Selby-Bigge's edition, p. z3r. In future these
two editions will be referred to as 'E.' and 'S,8.' respectively.
" E . p p , 2 o 9 - r o ; S.B. p . zr 8 .
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purely
historical
treatment
ledge ought to be studied. The
of it does not concern me, though I think that the traditional view which makeshim a mere stepping-stonebetween
Berkeley and Kant has begun to wear a little thin by now.
My remarks are addressedto those who write about him as
philosophers,not as mere historians of philosophical literature: to those who ask what his statements mean, and
whether they are true or false, and what consequencesthey
entail. I have nothing to say, fere or elsewhere, to those
who inquire into the historical genesisof his opinions.
I think that there was a time when almost all philosophical students of Hume believed that their main duty was
to refute him. It was the fashion to approach his works in
a spirit of Rhadamanthine inflexibility, pouncing on every
error and every inconsistency-and of course there are
plenty of both-and always taking him exactly at his word.
There is much in Hume, as in other writers of his period,
which naturally did not commend itself to the sentiments
of a more high-minded age. He is never edifying; indeed
he often goes out of his way to be shocking. He sometimes
conveys his conclusions by irony and innuendo rather than
by explicit statement. He writes in a light and bantering
tone even when he is discussingthe most profound problems: whereas Philosophy is supposed to be a very serious
subject, no matter for jesting. Above all, his style is altogether too clear and elegant. A philosopher is expectedto be
obscure,technical,and prolix; if he is not, it is thought that
his opinions are not worthy of the attention of earnest men.
This attitude of systematic hostility and quasi-moral
disapprobation was a most unfortunate one. If we want to
learn something from Hume's writings-and if not, why
read him at rill ?-we must resolve to give him a fair run for
his money, even when he appears most perverse and outrageous. When he makes mistakes, we must try to get him
out of them, by suggesting other alternatives which he
might consistently have adopted. We must try to go behind
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his language,and when he is obscure(which he seldomis)
we must try to makehim clear. That is the spirit in which
the worksof Kant are commonlystudied. 'What he really
meant',we say,'is perhapsnot quite what he said'; 'such
and sucha passage
doesnot expresshis maturethought,so
we are free to correctit in the light of otherswhich do'.
We try to restateKant's doctrinesin modern terminology.
We stretchthem a little, so that they may be ableto accommodatethe subsequent
developments
of Physicsor Psychology or Logic. Now it seemsto me that this is the right way
to treat the writings of a great philosopher. I suggestthat
we should extend to Hume a portion of that charityindulgenceif you like-which we have long been accustomed to practisetowardsKant. I do not suggestthat we
shoulddo it for Hume's sake,but for our own. Contrary
to the preceptsof Kantian ethics,we must use our illusasmeans,not asends:asmeansto help
triouspredecessors
us to understandthe world, or to analyseour experience,
or to clear up our linguistic muddles,or whateverthe aim
of philosophicalinquiry is thought to be. (After all, if we
usethem so, it is really the highestcomplimentwe can pay
them.) But if we insist upon treatingthem asAunt Sallies,
we are not likely to learn much from them, and might as
well leavetheir booksunopened.
It must be confessedthat Hume's theory of knowledge
givesplenty of scopefor our charity. I wili mention some
instances. In the first place, he states the Empiricist
Principle in a very misleadingway when he saysthat all
ideasare derivedfrom impressions,and tells us at the same
time that by 'idea' he only means 'mental image'. (The
Empiricist Principle, ashia own subsequentuseof it makes
clear, is really concernednot with imagesat all, but with
of universals./It saysthat everyuniversal
our consciousness
which we are awareof has eithn been directly abstracted
from sense-givenor introspectivelygiven instances,or eltn
be wholly defined in terms of universalsthus abstracted.
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Secondly, his whole th*ry of Universals is in any case
seriously defective. In his attempt to amend it (in the brief
but little-read section on Abstract ldeas') he sayssome very
interesting things about the mental machinery by means
of which universals are thought of, but almost nothing
about universals themselves. He apparently thinks that a
universal is reducible to a class of mutually resembling
particulars. But he does not elaboratethis view, nor does
he make any attempt to defend it. Indeed, he doesnot even
state it explicitly.
Thirdly, his theory of Memory is most unsatisfactory as
it stands (but so are many other people's). Remembering,
he seemsto hold, consistsin the having of a seriesof images
which are more than usually vivid and whose order we
cannot alter. But if he is to know what he professes to
know about the derivation of ideas from impressions-or
for that matter about the abstraction of universals from
sensed and introspected instances-he requires an immediate apprehensionof past impressions themselves. The
idea is present to the mind now; the impressions from
which it is supposedto have been derived are past and gone.
If he can no longer inspect the past impressions, how is he
to tell whether the present idea was or was not derived from
them ? What can even lead hirn to suspect that it was
derived from anything at all ? /He oughi to have made
memory a third speciesof acquaintance,alongside of sensation and introspection) Or at least he ought to have said
that the word 'memo'ry' covers several different states of
mind, and that somememory is acquaintancewith the past,
even though most memory is only belief, and some is no
other than sheer obstinary.
Fourthly, it may be doubted whether his theory of the
Self is consistent either with his theory of Inductive Inference or with his theory of the External World. For 'the
imagination', which plays so prominent a part in the two
I Tteatise, Book I, Part i, Section
7.
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last, seems uncommonly like the permanent self which he
has rejected; or at leastit seemsto be permanent in a sense
in which a series of impressions and images is not. Indeed
there is the same difficulty within the section on Personal
Identity itself.I His account of the identity of continuants
in general is not easily reconciled with his account of the
identity of the self in particular. A continuant, he says,is
a series of numerically and qualitatively diverse particulars
makes a smooth transition.
along which the
-imagination
is
therefore a 'fictitious', or as
of
a
Continuant
identity
The
others might say, a 'constructed' identity. But if the
imagination is to make this smooth transition from item to
item, must not it itself have an identity which is zot fictitious
or constructed? If it is itself a seriesof particular imagings,
what can we mean by saying that it makes a smooth
transition along some other series of particulars ? Perhaps
there is some way of answering these questions without
reintroducing the Pure Ego which Hume has officially rejected. But it is clear that the theory needs Pretty drastic
reformulation if his fundamental contentions are to be
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tion-as, of course, people often do-then we should be
superstitious or silly or unscientific. The expectation is
only sensibleor justifiable or scientific if it is in accordance
with observed constant conjunctions. (I use these queer
adjectivesto avoid using the word 'rational'. Hume's whole
point, of course, is that induction is neither rational nor
irrational: only we must remember that he uses the word
'reason' in a very narrow sense,covering only intuition of
self-evident propositions and deductive inference.)
And now we come to the difficulty. What are these constant conjunctions? What is conjoined with what? If we
judge from the bulk of Hume's instancesin the section on
NecessaryConnexion, they are eaentsin the material world
or statesof matnial objects. Thus he talks about the movement and impact of billiard balls, and about the conjunction
of flame and heat, immersion in water and suffocation.

are any constant conjunctions of sense-impressions.If we
try to formulate one, any drowsy nod or blink will refute us.
We have only to shut our eyes or turn our head at the
critical moment, when the alleged constant conjunct is due
to occur, and it will not occur at all. It is not the case,for
instance, that the complex impression of one billiard ball
striking another is always followed by an impression of the
second one's motion. If I blink or faint or die just as the
first impression is ending, the second one will never come

I Treatise, Book I, Part iv, Section 6.

what can the obseroingof constant conjunctions be ?
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This is the point at which Hume ought to have turned to
his own theory of the External World in the section on
Scepticisrn aith regard to the Senses.If we do so on his
behalf, we find him saying there that what we commonly
of material objects and events-and
call our consciousness
therefore of their conjunctions-consists largely of imagina'
tian. It is a combination of two factors, acquaintance with
sense-impressions,and imagination. (How they are combined and what precisely the function of imagination' is,
we must try to explain later.) It most certainly is not
sense-acquaintancealone. Thus in the establishing of a
causalrule the imagination really comesin twice oaer. It is
already requiged for the so-called observation of constant
conjunctions.{ And then, of course,the expectation,which
our rule gives expressionto, is itself according to Hume a
habit of the imaginationl:
We see, then, that the order in which Hume writes his
book is liable to mislead both his readersand himself. (It
is much as if Kant had put the Analogiesbefore the Trans'
cendental Deduction instead of after.) As the text stands,
the reader does not notice that the section on Necessary
Connexion requires to be reformulated in the light of the
section on Scepticism with regard to the Smses. And if this
refsrmulation were carried out, the theory of Necessary
Connexion might look less plausible than it now does. At
any rate it would look-if I may say so-much less empirical. For the ultimate data, from which induction must
start, turn out to be much fewer in number than we thought
they were, and display in themselveslittle if any regularity.
The constant conjunctions from which Hume says it starts
are not ultimate data at all. They are not something which
we just find and there's an end of it. Or rather, what we
call the 'finding' of them already includes a good deal of
imaginative extrapolation. To say the samething in another
wan the imagination is even more fundamental in Hume's
theory of knowledge than he himself admits. If you like,
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lris theory of the Empirically Real is even more Kantian
thanit looks. To do Humejustice,I do not think he would
much mind admittingthis. There are somevery Kantian
sentencesin the Introduction to the Treatise,which I cannot forbearto quote, becausevery little attention seemsto
havebeen paid to them. 'There is no questionof impor_
tance', he says, 'whose decision is not comprised in the
scienceof man; and there is none,which can be decided
with any certainty,beforewe becomeacquaintedwith that
science. In pretendingthereforeto e*pl"in the principles
of humannature,we in effectproposea-completesystemof
the sciences,built on a foundationalmosteniirely new, and
th_eonly o-n9upon which they canstandwith any security.,'
What is this but a Scottish version of Kant's -Copernican
Revolution?
I havenow mentioneda numberof weaknesses
in Hume's
theory of knowledge-and in his expositionof it. They
come out most clearly when we considernot the ..u"r"l
parts of the theory but the whole, the mannerin which the
parts are interrelated. And I think they all arise from a
common source. Hume-has a native genius for economy,
and sometimeshe has allowed it to run away with hfuir.
consequentlyhe hasto resortto a little quiet inflation now
and then,
!l wal of compenshtion. Tirus in discussing
Induction he writes as if his account of the Self or oi
Memory or of the External World had been a good deal
less economicalthan in fact they are. But after;il, overeconomyis a goodfault: it is at any rate much betterthan
the contrary vice, the habit of multiplying ultimates and
unanalysables
ad libitum, to which someof his opponents
have beenaddicted.
Moreover, why must Hume's theory of knowledge
.
alwaysbe treatedas a whole, like some,indivisible' pea"ce
Plan put forward by a continentalstatesman
? If our aim
is to show that he waswrong, no doubt we shall treat it so.
t E. p.
S; S.B. p. u.

Cf. the whote passage,E. pp. +-5; S.B. pp. xir-rr.
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But if our aim is to get what we can out of him, we might
do better to consider the parts separatelyand on their own
merits. For instance, his theory of the External World
might be true, even if his theory of the Self or of Memory
or of Universals is hopelesslymistaken; or, if not true, it
might be illuminating, and assistothers to produce a better
one. So, too, his theory of Induction might prove illuminating to those who ignored or forgot his theory of the
External World: as in fact it has.
At any rate, this is the principle upon which I shall
proceed in the present book. I wish to examine Hume's
theory of Perception and the External World upon its own
merits, as it stands in the section on Scepticismwith regard
to the Senses(Treatise,Book I, Part iv, Section z). It will
be necessaryto refer occasionallyto two other sectionsof
Part iv-Section 4, Of theModernPhilosophy,and Section5,
Of the Immateriality of the ,Sozl-since these add some
finishing touches without r,vhichthe argument of Section z
cannot be fully understood. But henceforth I shall say as
little as possible about Hume's other epistemologicaldoctrines; and nothing about the consistency,or inconsistency,
of his theory of knowledge as a whole.
My aim is to bring out the positiveand constructiveside
of Humb's teaching,rather than the destructiveside, which
he stressedhimself (why he was led to do so, we shall see
later). Naturally, I shall have to expound what he says in
some detail. I shall not, however, scruple to simplify his
argument when this appearspossible. In this part of the
Treatise Hume was breaking entirely new ground, and it
is not surprising that he should have stated his views in a
needlesslycomplicated end tortuous form. Moreover, as
we shall see,he made a seriousmistakeat a critical point in
his argument. I shall try to show that this mistakecan be
corrected, and that his constructive doctrine can then be
developeda good deal further, rvithout sacrificingany of the
fundamental principles of his philosophy.

C H APTER

II

(]ONSTANCY AND COHERENCE

llN'lli introduceshis discussionwith a famous and
intrigrringremark. 'We may well ash',he says,'What
..,,/r(,r irulucc us to believ-e
in the existcnceof body? but 'tis in
vrrirr to rsl<,zohetlrcrthere be body or not? That is a point
rr lriclr rvc must take for grantedin all our reasonings.The
nrrlrjt.t't,thcn, of our present enquiry is concerning the
('(tus(,s
which induceus to believein the existenceof body.,r
llr rvlratscnscis it'in vain'to askwhethertherebe body
or' rrot? 'l'hc obvious interpretationis this: Whether we
likc il or not, lvc all do as a matter of fact believethat there
is lr rrntcrial rvorld, even though we can give no good
l(':rs(lllsf<rr our belief; and however hard we try, it is
impossiblefor us to question whether the
lrsyt'lrologically
lrclicl' is true. This interpretation is supported by the
rcrn:rrkrvhich IIume makesimmediatelyabove. 'Nature',
Irc suys,'has not left this to his [the sceptic's]choice and
lr;rstlorrbtlcssestcemedit an affair of too great importance,
lo Irt:trrrstedto our uncertainreasoningsand speculations.,2
llrrt il' this is rvhat Hume holds, he lays himself open to
tlrrt:t:criticisms. The first, it is true, is merely ad hominem.
At tlrc cnd of thc sectionhc admits that in his philosophical
nronrcntshc doesdoubt the existenceof a mdterial world,
llrorrglr 'carelcssness
and inattention' very quickly put a
slop to his doubt and restorehim to his usual credulity.r
I l' so, it is not after all psychologically
impossibleto enquire
rvlrt.tlrcrthcrc be body or not; it is only difficult and
rrrrrrsrral.Ancl the asking of such difficult questionsrlrrt'stionsrvhich go so much against the grain of our
rr:rtrrrirltcndcncics-might very well be the main business
I l '). p. rfl l ; S l l . pr87. ' l .he i tal i c s are l l ume' s ow n.
' l '). pJr. l tl z 3; S .B . p. r8 7. C onrpare Il utc hes on' s remark s about R eas on
rrrr,lrl rr.l \ftrrl l S t.nsci n S el bl -Il i gge' s Il ri ti s l t h[oral i s ts , v ol . i , p. 156.
I f ',, pp. zotl
l i n.-zo9; S .lt. pp. z r7-r8.
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of a philosopher. The secoqd criticism is more serious. It
concerns the nature <jf,56iitef itself. If I believe p, the
question'isp true or false?'must make sense. It must be
logically possible that this question should be asked, even
if it be psychologically impossible for human beings to
ask it, having the particular psychological constitution
which human beings happen to have. For otherrvise p
would not be t belieoableat all. If anyone believed something which it was logically impossible to question, he
simply would not be believing. Likewise, if it is psychologically impossible for human beings to ask a certain
question, it follows from this very fact that the question
itself makessense. If it did not, the psychologicalweakness
which prevents us from asking it would not be a genuine
incapacity. To be unable to do something logically impossibleis not an incapacity at all: just as it is not a physical
weaknessto be unable to jump from here to the middle of
last week. The third criticism is similar to the one often
made against tlioG-philosophers who seek to lay down
limits to knowledge. In the very act of formulating the
supposed psychological impossibility we contradict ourselves. For in saying that it is impossiblefor human beings
to consider a certain question, we ourselveshave to formulate that'question; and thereby we tacitly assertthat we at
leasthaztesucceededin consideringit, even though ordinary

'in vain' to inquire whether there be body or not-it is in
vain becausewe can onlf give one answer, and we know
beforehand which it will be' But here there is the same
difficulty In saying that it is psychologicallyimpossibleto
considerthe answer 'No', we tacitly assertthat we ourselves
are able to consider it.
For all these reasons,it is desirable to find some other
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irrlcrpretationof Hume's dictum if we can. And it is easy
to suggest another. Perhaps he is saying not that it is
psychologicallyimpossible for us to inquire 'whether there
lrc body or not', but rather that the question is itself
nnaningless:that this interrogative formula, though gramlrratically correct, does not formulate a question at all.
((lornpare the interrogative formula 'how many miles is it
from here to the middle of last week?') We can easily see
Irow rvc might be led to think that the question made sense,
cven if it were in fact nonsensical. It zssenseto ask about
ury particular sort of body whether it exists or not. For
instauce, it is senseto ask whether there are lions in the
Antarctic, or even whether there are any lions anywhere;
nnd it is senseto ask whether there is a chair in the bathr(x)m, or even whether there are any chairs anywhere. The
likc is true of any specifrcmaterial-object word or description we chooseto take; we can always ask whether it has
application or not. Lqt pe_rfup_s;1ft_el
ryg -tty to generalize
tlris process,and ask whether there are any material objects
at all ('whether there be body or not'), we fall into nonsense,
and our question becomesa pseudo-question. If this is
what Hume means by "tis in vain' to enquire he has at
least said something which is philosophically interesting
and important, whether it is true or not. Let us assume
for the future that this is what he is trying to say, though
as a matter of historical fact he probably failed to distinguish clearly betweenthe psychologicallyimpossibleand
the meaninglessor nonsensical.'
We may now turn to the question which Hume tells us
we can ask, viz. what causesinduce us to believe in the
existenceof body ? His languagesuggeststhat this is just
a straightforward question of Empirical Psychology, as if
we asked what causesinduce us to respect those who are
richer and more powerful than ourselves,or to dislike those
whom we have injured. Now this in turn suggeststhat the
limpirical Self, the object of Empirical Psychology,has, so

14
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to speak, a more secure status than the world of bodies.
Hume speakshere as if the Empirical Self, and the causal
processeswhich go on in it, were an object of hnoutlcdgeor
at any rate of rational opinion, whereas the material world
is something lessthan this-an object of non-rational taking
for granted, or perhaps even a fiction. But as we see from
his later discussion of Personal ldentity,t this is not really
his considered view. If the material world is a fiction, the
self is a fiction no less. If the material world is an imaginative construction (whatever that phrase may mean), the self
, is equally an imaginative construction.
Moreover, when we turn back to the section on Necessary
Connexion,2we find that causal laws themselves merely
expresshabits of the imagination; and this must apply to
the laws of Psychologyno lessthan to the laws of Physics.
Thus the status of psychological laws, for instance laws
concerning the genesisof beliefs, is really no less puzzling
than the status of the material world itself. It is not as if
psychological laws, or the self which they are laws about,
could be discoveredby pure introspection, by simply attending to the impressions of reflection, as Hume calls them;
or if they could be, then equally the material world could
be discovered by mere inspection of the impressions of
sense. ln both casesalike we do have indubitable data,
at least in Hume's opinion; in the one, they are the data
of introspection,in the other the data of sense. But in both
casesalike we have to 'transcend' the data before we can
talk either about minds or about bodies, either about
causation in Psychology or about causationin Physics. And
if the nature and justification of this transcendence are
puzzlingin the second ca6e,they are equally puzzling in the
first.
Thus Hume seemsto be confused both about the question
which he says we can ask ('what causes induce us to
n\!".'1
"^. ! 1.r" jl
I

,,,
'. lirr'.

r'

t part iv, Section 6,
2 Part iii, Section 14. Cf. p. 6 above.
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believe . .') and about the question which he says we
cannotask ('whether there be body or not'). And the source
of both confusions is the same. It is his psychologistic
attitude, his failure to distinguish philosophical problems
from psychological ones. Can we disentangle the second
confusion as we tried to disentanglethe previous one ? I
believethat we can. I think we shall find that here as elsewhere his practice is better than his professions,and we
may reformulate his question in the light of the procedure
which he himself adopts in answering it. The question
which he actually tries to answer a few pages farther onr
would come to something like this: gioen what characteristics of sense-impressionsdo st)e assert material-object
propositions? His answer is that we only assertthem when
sense-impressions
are relatedto eachother in certain special
ways (what ways, we shall see later). Now this is not a
psychologicalquestion at all, nor is it a causalquestion. It
belongs to the inquiry which is now called 'philosophical
analysis'. It is a question about the meaning of materialobject words and material-object sentences,and about the
rules of their use.
If this is the questionwhich Hume actually answers,why
does he not see clearly that he is asking it ? Why does he
pretend to be asking a qucstion of Genetic Psychology?
There seem to be two reasons. One is an imperfection of
,,rterminology. The word 'imagination' is the keyword of
/ / Hume's whole theory of knowledge. But he never quite
succeededin drawing the distinction which Kant drew
later between the Transcendental Imagination and the
Empirical Imagination." The TranscendentalImagination,
according to Kant, is something which makes experience
possible, where 'experience' means our consciousnessof
Nature, or of the Phenomenal World, which includes both
I In the discussion of Constancy and Coherence, E. pp. 189-99; S.B.
pp. 194-2o6.
2 Critirye of Pure Reason, pp. A rl5-A rz5.
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material objects and empirical selves. Without its synthetic
and supplementative activities, we should be aware of
nothing but a stream of sense-impressions;we should not
that the streamesa streamand has a temporal
even be_aware
order. (tne f-pirical lrrnagination,on the other hand, is
something within-rffimpirical
Self, whose workings (like
those of any other 'power', mental or physical) can only be
discovered inductively.) It is that which is manifested in
the associativeprocessesstudied by Empirical Psychology
-as when a man's name reminds us of his face or of another
similar name. With regard to this sort of imagination it is
right and proper to ask causalquestions. What causesme
to think of Smith's face when I hear his name mentioned?
It is becauseI have frequently experiencedthem together
in the past, and therefore have come to associatethem. But
it does not make senseto ask causal questionswith regard
to the TranscendentalImagination. For unlessits activities
are presupposed, we cannot be aware of a world of objects
at rll, whether material objects or selves, and so cannot
inquire into the causal processeswhich go on in them.
Now Hume is in substantial agreement with Kant about
the activity of the Transcendental Imagination. It is true
that he lays more stresson its supplementativefunctions,
whereas Kant lays more stresson its synthetic ones. But
still, both hold that the phenomenal world, the world of
material objects and empirical selves,is in some sensean
imaginative construction. Hume even distinguishesin one
place between those 'principles' in the imagination which
are 'the foundations of all our thoughts and actions, so that
upon their removal human nature must immediately perish
and go to ruin' and other prihciples in it which are 'changeable, weak and irregular'.t (Here he comes very near to
Kant's distinction between two radically different sorts of
imagination, transcendentaland empirical.) But if he did
t E. pp. zt5-t6; S.B. p. zz5 (fust paragraphof Part iv, Section Of the
4,
Modern Philosophy). Cf. pp. 57-8, below.
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see, or half see, the distinction which Kant was to make
later, he certainly did not bear it in mind throughout the
Treatise. And this is one main reason for the confusion
between psychological and epistemological questions into
which he frequently falls.
There is another reason for it, and that is the piecemeal
rvay in which he wrote his book. We might have expected
him to inouire into the status of the PhenomenalWorld as
a whole, *tri"ft inlludes the Empirical Self (the object of
Empirical Psychology) as well as the world of bodies. To
speak more fashionably, we might have expected him to
give a gmeral analysisof empirical propositionsas such, or
at leastof all thosewhich are more than merely 'inspective'
or'ostensive'. Now Hume himself is, of course, aware of
this general problem; indeed he discoveredit. It is precisely the problem of our knowledge of matters of fact, as
he calls it. But unfortunately, although he often statesthe
it piecemeal,
problem in this general form, he discusses
under the three separate heads of Causality, the External
World, and Personal Identity. And while he is grappling
with one of these subordinate problems in detail, he often
forgets about the other two. Not only does he ignore the
conclusionswhich he has reached,br is going to reach, in
other parts of his book; he concentfatesso much upon the
particular problem he is dealing with that he forgets about
the others altogether,and relapsesso far as they are concerned into the realistic languageof Common Sense,as if
it neededneither analysisnor justification. We havealready
mentioned an instance from his discussion of Causality,
where he seemsto forget entirely the difficulties he is going
to raise later about the External World, and speaks of
billiard balls and other material objectslike any plain man.
And here likewise he askswhat causesinduce us to believe
in the existenceof body, as if common-senseviews both of
causality and of the empirical self were perfectly adequate
and needed no analysis. One result of these lapses of
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physicalones,derived from a study of
the material world
itsclf.

We must now return to our main
task, the exposition of
the section on S.cepthismu,ftn
reeara ,; lfu' S;;;';1";.
begins his detailed discussion
8y poi'ti'g out that the
question 'what causesinduce
us t6 berievein the existence
of body' divides i.ntotwo ruu-qu".tions.
The first concerns
the continued exrstence of n
{tqrbgg s lo-ntinued exist,
are not preseniG- tfie iilnl
take a celebrated instance, t)
to be when there,s no onsaf
concerns their distincl existe
supPgse
-!h9Ato_btYg*? n .9]
anc p.ergep_ti_o.n
I' He adds
both their ext'ernalposition
that these two questions are
other. If bodieJcontinue to
) senses,it follows at once that
: sentient mind for their exis_

:o be due to anything in tle
r, follow that there i.r. no

continu
ous
existen
ce;,r,"r"",liiiifjff :ffjfi' *1 i"til;
I E. p . r 83;
S. B.p. r 88.

r..Pgrhaps
we should say it means .independent of the
.
mind and possessing
slratial lrrofielties', At anv r_atethis seems
to be the ieanrng of .extemal, in
thc phrase 'the Externai \yo:l_d', *nicl,
ii"ff."t"g'"o__o'
practice) we
have constantly used, though ff"-"
frir"."il-ao.,
iit.,r"
it.
2 E . p.
r85 adfi n.;5.8, pp. r9o-r.
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perceived continuance, he makes perhaps his most original
contribution to the theory of Perception and of the External
World. He is impressed, as no philosopher before him had
been, by the interrupted andfragmentary character of human
sense-experience.'
We are always shutting our eyes,falling
asleep,turning away from one thing to look at something
else, withdrawing our hand from this in order to touch that.
Our sense-experience,though, of course, there is some
continuity in it, is full of holes and gaps. Every time we
blink, there is a gap; and it will hardly do to plead that it is
only a very little one. These fragmentary and interrupted
sense-impressions
are our only data, or so Hume assumes.
And yet we all believe that despite their interruptedness
they somehow manifest to us a world of continuouslyexisting bodies, which retain their identity through time
and persist in their'operations' both when we are sensing
and when we are not. Locke had remarked that 'every
drowsy nod shakes their opinion who say that the soul
always thinks'. Why dges it Lo_tequally shake
-the opin:ion
of u s al[ *41_I03*g1.hne- Sgn! i r-rugd e_xis!9nc9 ? Why__{_o_99
not ev€ry blink ph1h-eit ? Locke ne_vsq.4sked
this qu.epti-oq.
Hume does. He answersit in a most curious way, and few
perhaps will be wholly satisfied with what he says. But he
does desbrvegreat credit for asking it.
I have said that Hume rvas impressed by the fragmentary
and interrupted character of sense-experience,and made
this the starting-point of his discussion. It may be objected,
however, that as a matter of fact our sense-experienceis
not fragmentary nor interrupted, but is on the contrary continuous, throughout our waking hours at least. (Compare
JamesWard's phrase 'thepresentation continuum', and the
'continuous sense-history' of which Professor Broad has
spoken.) Now there is a sensein which this contention is
obviously true. Interruptednesshas to be defined by reference to continuity, and if there are several different ways
in which sense-experiencecan be continuous, it might be
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uninterrupted in one respect, but full of interruptions in
of any .
:rnother. When people say that the sense-experience
t
throughout
uninterrupted
or
one experient is continuous
his waking hours, they are referring-I think-to merely
temporal continuity. They mean that in our waking life
there is no period, however short, during which we are not
cxperiencing some sense-impressionor other, whether attentively or inattentively. If visual impressions are lacking
for a time, auditory or tactual ones will still be occurring;
and even when all others are cut off, organic ones will still
remain. In this respect,we may admit that sense-experience
is zzinterrupted so long as the experient remains awake.
But when we said above that sense-experienceis full of
interruptions, it was not this purely temporal sort of continuity which we had in mind, but a more complex sort.
'fo put it in a question-beggingway first: it is that sort of
continuity which our sense-impressionshave when, as we
say, we keep on observing the same obiect throughout a
period; as when I keep on gazing at the sycamore tree
throughout the whole of a certain minute, without blinking
or falling asleep or turning my head. (The object might,
of course, be changing in some way, as when we gaze
uninterruptedly at a flame or a blushing face or a moving
mouse.) Now this sort of continuity does occur in our
sense-experiencevery frequently, but never for more than
a short period in any one case. In visual experience,it is
soon brought to an end by a blink if by nothing else. Again,
we turn our head or stop up our ears or go to some other
placeor fall asleep.When we said that our sense-experience
was frequently interrupted, full of holes and gaps, it was
llr sort of continuity which was our standard of referenpe,
not the purely temporal sort. When I look at the sycamore
tree for twenty seconds,and turn my head away, and later
turn it back again, then in respect of.this sort of continuity
I experiencea discontinuousor interrupted seriesof visual
impressions,with a gap in the middle of it; though so far
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as purely temporal continuity goes,there is no interruption
at all-one impression follows another continuously, whichever way I turn my head.
We must now try to restate this in less question-begging
Ianguage. The interruptedness which I am speaking of,
and likewise the continuity with which it is contrasted,are
characteristics of sense-impresrioas;
it must be possible to
describe them without using the material-object language,
even if it is not easy. In any case,I think they are perfectly
familiar to everyone. It is clear, then, that this sort of
continuity does include temporal continuity, but it also
includes something more, since it may be absent when
temporal continuity is still present. This something more,
I suggest,consistsof two things: (a) continuity in respect
of sensiblequality, (D) continuity in respect of sense-gfuen
spatial characteristics,viz, shape,size,pattern, and sensible
context. If either (a) or (6) is lacking, then the series of
impressions will be said to be interrupted though purely
temporal continuity remains. When I look at the sycamore
tree, for example, and then shut my eyes, the almost
uniform greyish-red retinal field which I see is not in this
sense continuous with the immediately preceding visual
impressions,with their diversity of light greens and dark
greenSandtheir complex spatial pattern and their diverse
bulgings and recessions. The series of highly variegated
greenish impressions has been interrupted, though there is
no temporal interval between their ending and the beginning of the almost uniform reddish-grey ones.

three, possibilities: it might arise from the senses,or from
reason, or from the imagination. He now proceeds to discuss these alternatives one by one.
That it does not arise from the sensesis obvious. Sensation is indeed a form of knowledge,in Hume's opinion.r Or
rather perhaps we should say that it contains two forms of
knowledge: Q) acquaintanceaith certainparticular existents,
such ascolour-expanses,
sounds,and the like; (z) knowledge
of sensiblefacts about these particulars, for instance knowledgethat this colour-expanseis pink and of roundish shape
and that it is sensibly larger than that one. Thus I could
know by sensationthat such and such an impression existing
now, in this speciouspresent, has such and such sensible
qualities and relations. But this is alsoall that I could know
about it by sensation alone. In particular, I can learn
nothing from sensation as to the continuanceof the sensegiven entity before or after the time during which I sense
it; nor yet, we may add, as to its non-continuance. To put
it differently: f cannot tell from sensationalone whether
the sense-datumis or is not a short slice of a continuing
sensibile; whether it was immediately preceded and will
be immediately succeeded by a series of particulars resembling it, or, on the other hind, sprang into being e*
nihilo at the moment of sensing, to vanish in nihilum when
I cease to sense it. Sensatioi is simply silent on these '
points, and gives no answer one way or the other. Indeed,
to expect it to give one is really self-contradictory. We
ehould be demanding that we should sense an entity as it
ig at times when we are not sensing it. And this is incom-

We must now return to Hume's argument. Despite
these constant interruptions, we all do believe that senselmpressions somehow manifest a world of continuously
existing material objects. We think that the interruptions
are in our observationsonly, and not in the being of the
objects observed. Hume's next task is to explain how this
belief arises. He assumesthat there are three, and only

t 'Since all actions
and sensations of the mind are known to us by conrciouaness, they must appear in every particular what they are, and be what
they appear' (E. p. r85; S.B. p. r9o). Here'actions and sensations of the
mind' includes impre*sions of every sort, both impressions of sense and
impressions of reflection. Hume usee the word'coneciousness' (which in his
time meant self-conscioueness) because he here takes the current view that
impreesions of sense are mentel events. But according to his developed \r.
theory of the eelf they are neither mental nor physical, but are the neutral r.
clcments out ofwhich both selvcs and bodies are constructed. Cf. E. p. zoo;
S.B. p. zo7.
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patible with the nature of sensation,which is simply an
acquaintancewith what is here and now. 'They [the senses]
give us no notion of a continued existence,becausethey
cannot operate beyond the extent in which they really
operate.'r Neither can sensationby itself throw any light
upon our other question, concerningindependenlexistence.
Sensationhas nothing to say upon causal questions. And
even if it had, it could throw no light on this one, unlessthe
mind were an object of sense,which plainly it is not; for
independenceis a relation, and to be aware of it one must
be aware of both its terms.
We must now ask whether our belief in a material world
arises from reason, if it does not arise from the senses.
Obviously, says Hume, it does not arise from reason, even
if it can subsequently be justified by reason. His grounds
for this are as follows:
First, if there are any valid arguments for the existence
of matter and for its continuance and independenceof the
mind, it is clear that they are only known to a few philosophers. Therefore 'it is not by them that children, peasants,
and the greatest part of mankind, are induced to attribute
objects to some impressions and deny them to others'.2
(We may compare with this Berkeley's remarks about
Locke'd abstract ideas. Berkeley points out that if abstraction is such a difficult and philosophical process,children
and uneducated persons must somehow manage to get on
without it.)
This conclusion is confirmed, accordingto Hume, by the
fact that the Philosophers,who do know the arguments,and
the Vulgar, who do not, have quite different conceptionsof
what matter is. The Philosophers conceive of matter as
possessingonly primary qualities and powers. What they
regard as continuing and independbnt of the mind is something characterizedby shape, size, location, duration, and
causal properties. They certainly do not attribute such a

corrtinuingand independentexistenceto sense-data(imlrrtssions,perceptions).Onthe contrary,they regardthem
rrn ffccting and mind-dependent representatiozsof sometlring clse. The Vulgar, on the other hand, 'confound
pt,rccptionsand objects, and attribute a distinct continued
existcnceto the very things they feel or see'.' In other
worcls,they regard sense-datathemselvesas persistent and
irrtlcpcndentof the mind. Or rather, they regard them as
nlrort temporal slices of continuing and mind-independent
vnsililia; and a material object, according to them, is
wlrolly composed of sensibilia. Thus what the Vulgar
lrclicvc is utterly different from what the Philosophers
lrclicvc;and their belief could not possiblyhavebeen either
rurrivcclat by the Philosopher's arguments or justified by
tlrcrn. 'fhose arguments, if valid, establish an entirely
tlillcrcnt and even incompatibleconclusion. (Hume is, of
('orrrsc,speaking of the Representationistphilosophers of
lris own time, the Cartesiansand the followers of Locke.
Nowaclaysmany philosopherswould side with the Vulgar,
ls Ilcrkeley had already professed to do. We must also
rt'rncmber that in Hume's time the term 'philosopher'
worrlclcover the scientistsas well; and no doubt Hume,
likr: llcrkeley,has them also in mind.)'
llut as a matter of fact, Hume holds, the arguments of
are in any caseinvalid. Quite apart from
tlrc I'>hilosophers
tlrcir details, they are vicious in principle. For they are
itll cuusalarguments; and causalreasoning(if we can call it
is only permissiblewithin the sphereof possible
rr.irsoning)
r,xpcricncc. We may conclude from experiencedconjunctiorrs to further conjunctions between experiencedentities
;rrrrlcxperienceable
ones,or even betweenentities both of

2+

r E. p . 1 86 ;S.B. p. r 9r .

' E. p. r87; S.B.p. r93.

' l '). p. r88; S .B . p. r93.
' lt is curious that Bcrkeley, Hume, and Reid-different as they were in
.tl rer w uys--al l takepl easurei nbac k i ngtheV ul garagai ns ttheP hi l os ophers .
S.rnc rrriryscc in this the first faint beginning of the excessesof the Romantic
[\4.vernt'nt. Mr. A. D. Lindsay, in his introduction to vol' i of the Everyrrrrrrr crfition of the Treatise, has already remarked on the distressing affinity
l rr,trvccnIl umc's phi l osophy and R ous s eau' s(E . p. x i ).
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which are experienceablethough not actually experienced:
for instance,to conjunctions between sense-dataand sensibilia (which might be sensedthough they are not), or even
between one sensibile and another. It is in this way that
the causal relation rnay be 'traced beyond our senses,and
informs us of existencesand objects which we do not see
or feel'.r And it is thus that Judgement peoplesthe world'.2
But we cannot draw any conclusionat all asto zzexperienceable entities, i.e. entities which could not even in principle
be sensed. We cannot even conceive of such entities. If
we make up sentenceswhich purport to refer to them, as
when Locke speaksof objectshaving only primary qualities
and powers, these sentencesare not even false; they are
meaningless. For the present, however, Hume does not
elaboratethis point; though, as we shall seeshortly, he does
incidentally and in passingprovide an answerto one of the
detailed argumentswhich the Philosophershad used.
Thus, to sum up: the belief in the continued and therefore independent existenceof matter is neither reachedby
any kind of reasoning,nor can it be justified thereby. (We
have already seen that it cannot be reached by sensation
alone. Hume can think of only orie other possibility. It
must arise from the imagination i W" must now explain
how. And for the presentwe are to concern ourselvesonly
with matter as conceived of by the Vulgar. The beliefs,
or utterances,of the Philosopherscan be left till later.
Now it is noteworthy, Hume says, that we (that is, the
Vulgar) attribute a continued and distinct existenceto some
impressionsonly, not to all. We do not, he thinks, attribute
it to the impressions of reflection, i.e. the data of introspection, such as our paqpionsand volitions. We do not
I Part III, Section ii, Of Probability and of the Idea of Cause and E_ffect,
E. p. Z8; S . B . p . 7 + .
2 Part III, Section Lx, Of the Effects of Other Relations and Other Habits,
E . p . rro; S . B . p . r o 8 . H u m e ad d s th a t ju d g e m e n t' b r in g s u s a cq uai nted
with such existences as, by their removal in time and place, lie beyond the
reach of the senses and memory'. His example is 'the idea of Rome, which
I neither see nor remember' (ibid.).
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evcn attribute it to all the impressionsof sense;we do not ;,"
lrclicvc that bodily pains such as toothaches continue in j
existcnce when we ceaseto feel them, nor even perhaps L
lton-painful somatic data, such as tickles. Yet all impres- "t
nions are alike in so far as they are data, immediately prettcrttcdto the mind. Why do we thus distinguish among
tltcm, rcgarding colours, tactual pressures,sounds, smells
(lnd tastes?) as persistent entities which continue in being
bcyond the moment of presentation,while we degradethe
rest into 'internal and perishing existences'l There must
he somc characteristicin the favoured oneswhich as it were
nppcalsto the imagination-(concurs with the qualities of
it', as Hume says-and this characteristicmust be absent
froln the rest. Our next task is to find out what it is.
I lcre we may question whether Hume is altogether right
in his facts. In the first place, what would he say about
nlental images('ideas' in his own terminology) ? Curiously
cttorrgh,he doesnot mention them here. But presumably
lre would class them alongside of the impressions of rellection as 'internal and perishing existences'; otherwise
lris omission of them would be most extraordinary. It is,
Itowcver, at least arguable that the Vulgar do zttribute a
colrtinued existenceto some image'sat least, and do regard
thcm as independent of the act of imaging, though not as
irrrlcpendentof the mind altogether. The plain man seems
a kind of permanent
lo think that each of us possesses
urltus of images,' which is always being increased,partly
by what we vaguely call the growth of our experience,and
plrtly by occasional acts of deliberate image-formation.
Somctimes they pop up into consciousnessof themselves,
ruul sometimes they have to be hunted for; but in some
lrrystt:riousway they are supposedto be 'there' whether we
corrtcmplatethem or not. It would follow that the verb
'to irrrage'is ambiguous; it might mean 'to form an image
wlriclr did not exist before', or it might mean 'to contemplate
I Cf. Ploto'ssimile of the birde in the aviary (Theacutus,r97 c, et seq.).
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an image which exists already'. And even when an image
is formed which did not exist before, it will go on existing
for some time after it has once been formed. No doubt
this is a very queer view, and I do not say that the plain
man holds it explicitly: but something of the sort seemsto
be implied in the popular language about images 'stored
up in the memory', and the like.
/,
Moreover, even in the caseof the impressionsof reflection
Hume's position seemsrather doubtful. The Vulgar seem
to hold that at any rate some of our passionscontinue in
being between the moments when we 'feel' them. Hume
speakspicturesquely of 'the incessantrevolutions which we
are conscious of in ourselves'; these, he says, we contrast
with the well-ordered stability which we attribute to the
material world.' But the revolutions are not literally incessant, at least according to the opinion of the Vulgar; they
are only frequent. I may be angry with my next-door
neighbour for days or weeks on endl according to the
language of common sense, this anger persists in being
even when I am asleep,or attending to something entirely
different. How else are we to account for the fact that my
neighbour, meeting me after a long absence,may ask 'Are
you still angry with me ?'-thereby implying that my anger
is the'sort of thing which might persist for a very long
period of time.
I do not, of course,say that such languagecan be defended
(though it seems clear that thoroughgoing Phenomenalism
is as difficult to believe in Psychology as anywhere else).
I only say that the plain man doesuse it. And this suggests
that the Naive Realism of the Vulgar extends to some at
any rate of the data of 'lntrospection, and is not confined to
sense-data,or even to sense-dataand images. That is why
recent speculations about the Unconscious do not shock
the plain man in the least, though they do shock some
philosophers. For they only formulate in scientific or

would-be scientific languagethe sort of thihg which he has
llways believed, with the addition of some lurid details
tliscovered by modern research. The view that intro$l)cctible data continue in being (and therefore may still
Irlvc effects) even when not introspected has always been
congenialto the Vulgar.r Only we must admit, I think, that
it is less firmly held than the belief in the continued existcncc of matter, and could perhapsbe eradicatedby a course
ol' philosophical scepticism, which the belief in the cont inucd existenceof matter could not. Thus there is certainly
l clifferencebetweentheir view about impressionsof sensation and their view about impressionsof reflection (likewise
irnages);but the difference is one of degree, and not, as
llume thinks, one of kind. Indeed there is a difference of
tlcgrce zaithin their view about impressions of sensation.
'l'hcir realistic beliefs are most firm with regard to the data
of sight and touch, but considerablyweaker with regard to
rounds, smells, tastes,thermal data, and organic data. The
rcasonfor thesedifferencesof degreewill appear later, and
wc shall seethat it is completely in accordancewith Hume's
principles.
l;ortunately, however,these considerationsdo nothing to
wcakenthe force of Hume's main contention in the present
passage.The attribution of continued and distinct existence
rnay still depend upon certain discoverablecharacteristics
of impressions,even though they are more widely shared
than he supposed; and it may well be possible to distinguish these characteristics from others which do not
rrrouscthe imagination in the sameway. Thus the intrinsic
quulitiesof impressions(e.g. blueness,tickliness, achiness)
uury have nothing to do with it, nor yet those sensible or
irrtrospcctiblerelationswhich can be given in one specious

E. p. 186; S.B. p. r9r.
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' I hcsitate to suggest that the Vulgar believe in the existence of unfelt
trxrthuchcs. But I am by no means sure that they do not. What would they
uy nlrout the effect of anaesthetics? Might they not say that the toothachy
rcrrribile continues in being, but the anaesthetic prevents me from sensing
rt rnd thcreforc from having an attitude of displeasure towards it?
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present (e.g. simultaneity, to the right of). Indeed he has
already shown this with regard to sense-data,in showing
that the belief in matter doesnot arisefrom mere sensationl
and the argument could easily be extended to images and
introspectible data. It does, however, follow from our
objections that Hume's theory has a wider scope than he
claimed for it; if successful,it will explain the genesisof
what we may call Introspective Naive Realism as well, and
not only of Sensational Naive Realism as he himself
supposed.
It also follorvs, we must confess, that a certain negatiae
argument which he uses is mistaken. This occurs directly
after the passagewhich we havejust discussed. It may be
suggested,he says, that the reason why some of our impressionsacquire an external reference,while others do not,
is that the former are inaoluntary, and further are superior
inforce and violence.(I take this to mean (r) that they have
greater intensity, (z) that the presentation of them has
more effect on our emotions.) To this Hume replies, quite
truly, that 'our pains and pleasures, our passions and
affections'are no lessinvoluntary than the rest, and operate
with even greater violence. And yet, he says, 'we never
suppose [them] to have any existencebeyond our perceptionL while we do attribute such a continued existenceto
the impressionsof figure and extension,colour and sound.
Involuntariness,and likewise force and violence,are therefore irrelevant.I But if we are right, the Vulgar attribute a
continued existence to both classes alike, or at least to
some members of either class; so that the argument fails.
However, we can easily find other grounds for the same
conclusion. Our expcrience of wild sense-datawill provide
us with plenty. Thus we may point out that after-images
are often quite forceful and violent, and perfectly involuntary. A visual after-image of the sun is much brighter and
more intense than the visual sense-data presented to us
t E. p. r88; S.B. p. r94.
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rvlrcnwe survey the inside of a dimly lit church. But we do
rrot attribute a continued existenceto it, and we do attribute
srrc:han existenceto them. We might also use the instance
ol' hallucinatorysense-data. These likewise are as forceful
:urtl violent as many normal sense-data,and as a rule they
nrc perfectly involuntary. fn some cases the percipient
:rctrrallyrecognizestheir hallucinatory character, which is
tlrc same as saying that he does not attribute to them a
c:ontinuedand distinct existence. And when he does not
rccognize it at the time, he often does later; that is, he
cvcntually retracts his initial belief in their continued
cxistence. Why does he do this ? Is it becausehe has
tlr:cided that after all they were not involuntary, or were
lcss forceful and violent than he at first supposed? Clearly
it is not. It is becausehe has discoveredthat they were del'cctivein someother way, which we have still to determine.
We may notice that these same characteristics,of involuntarinessand force and violence, had been used by the
philosophersin their attempt to justify our belief in matter
Iry 'reason', i.e. by causal arguments. They maintained
tlrlt the impressionswhich have these characteristicsmust
bc caused by something external to ourselves, and they
rtsrrallyconcludedthat thesecdusesmust be materialobjects
(tlrough Berkeley from the s4me premissesconcluded that
thc causeswere volitions of God). Now the facts which
llume here refers to can be used to throw doubt on this
argument. We can show that if it provesanything, it proves
too much. It will prove that many of the impressions of
rcflcction have external causes,as well as the impressions
of scnsation; for many impressionsof reflection, as Hume
rfilys,are involuntary, and are actually more f.orceful and
violcnt than impressions of sensation. And the sarne is
lrrrc of many hallucinatory sense-impressions.
We have still to discover what characteristicsof impressions do induce us to attribute to them a continued and
rlistinct existence. Hume now proceeds to give his own
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answer to the question. He says that there are leuosuch
characteristics,which he calls (not very felicitously) Cozstancy and Coherence.As his discussion of these is the most
original and the most interesting part of his whole investigation of this subject,.we must examine what he says in
some detail.
We rvill begin with Constancy. The fact to which Hume
is referring under this name may first be described in a
rough and common-senseway. It is simply this: that when
rve observea thing again, after an interval during which we
have not observed it, we often find that it has the same
sensible qualities and relations as it had before. For
example,I look out of the window in my room. I seesome
grass, some small trees, the City Wall, and behind it the
College Chapel. Now I shut my eyes for a few seconds.
When I open them again, what I see is exactly like what I
spw before. I go away for an hour, and on my return I look
out of the window once more. There are the grass, the
trees, the wall, and the chapel exactly as before. I go away
for a year, or for half a lifetime; and when I return to
Oxford everything, including the human inhabitants, looks
just as it did vi'hen I left. This is a dull story, we must
admit. But, of course,its dullness, its customarycharacter,
is qnOoGthe most important things about it.
However, this is by no means an adequateaccount of
Constancy, though it may serve rvell enough to indicate
what sort of fact Hume has in mind. For as it stands, it
assrrmes
the existence of various material objects-of my
rooms, the grass,the chapel, &c. Or again, it assumesthat
what I see continues in being while I am not seeing it.
Otherwise I could not speak of looking at it again, or of
coming backto it; for there would be no'it'to come back
to. And these assumptionsare, of course,the very things
rvhich we have to explain. If we are to be accurate and
avoid begging questions,we must define Constancyentirelv
in terms of. impressiozs(sense-data). This Hume himself
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<locsnot trouble to do; he speaksof mountains, houses,
iurd trees, of his bed and table, books and papers, all of
which are, of course,material objects.I However, we must
try to do it for him.
Now as soon as we begin to re-write our story in terms
ol' impressions only, it becomes plain that nothing is
litcrally constant at all. First we have a continuous series
of impressions,A, A2 A3 A4, all resembling each other very
t'l<rselyindeed (while I remain gazing out of the window).
'f 'lrcn we have what I am going to call a gap, filled with
irnpressionsof an entirely different sort, or sometimeswith
irnugcs (when I shut my eyes or dream or go away
firr a year). Lastly rve have a nezt)lot of impressions, say
4,,, A' Arr, again continuous and resembling each other
vcry closely: and they are very similar to the first lot, the
olrcs which precededthe gap, though, of course,numerit'llly different from them. In my example the series is
t'ornposedof compleximpressions,or even of entire visual
liclds. But this makes no differencein the present context.
'l'hus what happens is that we sensea series of closely
nirnilarimpressions,with a gap or break in the middle of
tlrcrn. Constancy,then, is a 9hary-p!9ris-tic
of a certain sort
ol' scries, a series which is broken by an interval hut is
othcrwise continuous, and whose members all resemble
eirclrother very closely. It is a combination of similarity,
t'ontinuity, and interruptedness.'Constancy',horvever,is
trot a very good name for it. 'Obstinacy in recurrence' or
'lrcrsistcntreappearance'
would perhapsbe better.
Wc have defined Constancy in terms of. close resemlrlrtncc. [{ume himself, however,seemsto define it in terms
o[ r.rut:t resemblance. He says 'when I lose sight of them
Itlrc rnountains,houses,&c.] by shuttingmy eyesor turning
rrry lrcrrd,I soon after find them return upon me uithout
tln' Iutst alteration'." Now if I shut my eyes for more than
I E. p. r89; S.B. p. rg4 ail
fi.n.
' E. p. r89; S.B. p. r94 ad fn. (my italics).
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a very short time, it is surely rash to say that there is no
difference of character at all, not even the very smallest,
between my new impressions and my old ones. Thus
Constancywould not be nearly so frequent a phenomenon
as Hume in his subsequentdiscussionwants it to be. We
might even have to say that it is an ideal limit, which actual
approximateto but never quite
seriesof sense-impressions
attain. It seemsbetter, therefore,to mitigate the strictness
of Hume's definition and to demand only closeresemblance,
not exact resemblance. We can then say that Constancy
is a very frequent phenomenon indeed. At almost every
moment of our conscious lives-every time we blink or
turn our head to one side and back again-we shall have
an instanceof it.
We must now turn to Coherence,which is a more p.uzzling
notion. Hume begins his account of it by pointing out that
the Constancyjust described 'is not so perfect as not to
admit of very considerableexceptions'. As he says, again
using the question-begginglanguage of Common Sense,
'Bodies often changetheir position and qualities, and after
a little absenceor interruption may become hardly knowable.' 'But', he goeson, 'here it is observable,that even in
thesechangesthey preservea coherence,
and have a regular
dependenceon each other; rvhich is the foundation of a
kind of reasoningfrom causation,and producesthe opinion
of their continued existence.'I This is obscure,and perhaps
even confused (the distinction between immanent and
transeunt causation,or some equivalent distinction, should
surely come in somewhere).2However, the examplewhich
he gives, of the fire in his room, makes his meaning somewhat clearer. He goes out for an hour, and on coming
back 'I find not my fire in the same situation in which I
left it'. 'But then', he goeson, 'I am accustomedin other
instances to see a like alteration produced in a like time,
t E. p. r 89; S. B. p. r 95.
' Cf.p. 5r, below.
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whcther I am absentor present,near or remote.'I Thus the
two spectacles,the brightly burning coals which he saw
an hour ago, the dull grey asheswhich he seesnow, may
Irc said to be coherentwith each other though they are not
particularly similar.
Lct us now try to state Hume's meaning more clearly.
As before, we must describethe situation entirely in terms
ol' impressions,without presupposingthat belief in material
olrjcctswhich we professto be explaining2-an error which
hc himself again falls into, verbally at any rate,
Now here again we find that there is an interrupted series
ol' impressions,a serieswith a gap in it. First we have a
lrright red impression,then gzp, then a dull grey impresrion. Let us symbolize this ^seriesby A . . . E (which may
bc rcad 'A-blank-E').
So far there is nothing to connect
tlrcsc two impressions,which are not specially like each
rrtlrcr; indeed we should usually call them unlike. But
lortrrnatelythis is by no meansthe only occasionon which
I lravc sensedan A followed later on by an E. And on
rrurny previous occasionsI have sensed intermediateimprcssionscoming between, intermediate both in respect of
tlltc and of quality: in such a way that the whole formed a
t'olrtinuous series, having in each case one and the same
rlctcrminate order (from bright red through greyish-red
lo grcy). On those past occasions,when I stayed in and
krokcd at the fire-as Common Sensewould say-instead
ol' going out, I did not observejust A .
E, as now;
instcarl,I sensedABCDE, a seriesresembling this present
lrrokcn one as to its beginning and end, but differing from
it irr lraving a continuousmiddleby which beginning and end
wr.rc joined together. Thanks to this resemblancewhich it
Irirsto thoseformer continuousseries,this presentone A . . .
li is said to be coherezt,despitethe gap in the middle of it.
I l ,).p. r8r;; S .B . p. r95.
r Nrrr must we speak of.
seeing a like alteration produced; for on Hume's
tlrd)ry of causality this language is inadmissible. He ought to have said
'wn
lltrl rut scc a like difference ocanr,
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We may therefore define Coherence as follows: two
ha"i"g
sense-impiessions(or t@"s)
a temporal gap between them are said to be coherent,if. they
respectively resemble an earlier and a later part of a continuous series,which have approximately the same length
of time between them: that continuous series being of a
kind which has frequently been observed in the past, and
always in the same order.

CH APTER

III

THE EFFECTS OF CONSTANCY AND
COHERENCE
THUS

both Constancy
and Coherence
turn out to be

I characteristicsof snies of impressions, not of single
impressions in isolation; and here they differ from such
characteristicsas involuntariness,force, and violence,which
we examined before-still more from ordinary sensible
qualities like redness or hardness. Moreover, they both
characterizeinterruptedor'gappy' series.
We must now ask how exactly these two characteristics
work upon the imagination, and so lead us into our belief
in the continued and independdnt existence of matter.
flume's answerto this crucial questionis somewhatdifficult
to follow. Indeed there seemsto be a good deal of needless
tortuosity about its details. For one thing, he holds that
the two 'principlesi (Constancy and Coherence) affect the
imagination in quite different ways. This, as we shall try
to show later, was unnecessary;he could very well have
reducedthe two principles to one. There is a secondcomplication. On the one hand, he seemsto think that neither
principle is sufficient by itself. Coherence,he says,'is too
weak to support alone so vast an edifice, as is that of the
continuanceof all external bodies'.' And he has previously
implied, though he has not explicitly said, that Constancy
by itself is likewise unequal to the task. Constancy, as we
have seen, is not always to be met with. 'Bodies often
changetheir position and qualities and after a little absence
or interruption may become hardly knowable';z and yet
this does not necessarily prevent us from ascribing a continuous existenceto them.
On the other hand, he also seemsto think that Constancy
r E. p. r9z; S.B. pp, 198-9.
z E. p. r89; S.B. p. r95. Cf. above,p.34.

